WEEK 2

C O A C H E V E RY W I L L I N G M A N TO L I V E V I C TO R I O U S I N C H R I S T

"You have been called, the trumpet has sounded, and now probably for the
first time in your entire life you can have total control of the "whistle."
In all of my years of seeking material to help me in my own daily spiritual
walk I have finally found what I believe is a course that is "top of the
educational courses" on the pyramid of spiritual learning. I compare this
course to the story of Gideon, and how he (like myself and many others)
looked for excuse after excuse not to follow the direction of God, but
when God said, "I will be with thee", fear not," Gideon began his journey
to tear down all of the alters of idolatry, the walls of transgression,
obstacles and challenges that also befall all of us.
My spiritual freedom was granted me on April 18th 1979. Although I was a
"new born" rookie I was not intimidated by what I didn't know, because I
realized I knew the God that would help me learn what I needed to learn.
I plan on using the BattleZONE Training Course to introduce a meaningful
and realistic tool to those men who need to become "veterans" of their
spiritual life. Having the BZ Course will enable me not only to educate,
but pinpoint a man’s areas of pain and suffering. My excitement lies within
the composition of the BZ Course, and that is it has been birthed out of
the Word of God. I believe men who graduate the BZ Course will use it
over and over again through out their life. I see the BZ Course as being a
generational gift from Michael Pouliot to those men who use this Biblical
training tool and experience the benefits almost immediately, so they can
eventually "pass" the truth onto their sons.
Without a doubt I believe that this course will give men "bonuses" never
ever realized or negotiated in any other form of personal and spiritual
areas of significance. Course graduates will be able to recognize, plan,
attack, accept, be aware of, defend areas of pain and compromise never
before possible. The BZ Course enables every single graduate to become
a "Hall of Fame" coach. You will learn to activate your spiritual authority to
go and make disciples of all nations in the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching your students to obey everything
God has commanded and to realize, possibly for the first time in your life,
that God is truly with you always, to the very end of the age.
Nothing has given me more gratitude then having my wife and children
recognize the changes that have occurred in me since my commitment to
facing my biggest challenges and temptations. One of man’s greatest
rewards in life is to have a wife who recognizes your efforts to change,
and try to become more Christlike. The BattleZONE Training Course will
add so much to a man’s personal and spiritual resume that it will affect his
entire life. What is that worth? It's priceless!

Damon Schlenske

If a man is seeking to fill whatever void he has in his life then the BZ
Course will ultimately be a great adjunct to the Word of God in directing
his path.

Helena, MT

My prayer is for those men that are seeking a true meaning of leadership
and discipleship--that you will take the "BattleZONE Challenge" and see
how incredible this course is in terms of attainable answers and positive
long-term spiritual results. Like Gideon blowing his trumpet to battle, you
can blow your whistle, and lead a small army of BattleZONE Alumni unto
the battle field of life, and expect to be victorious. I urge men who want
to see how to follow a spiritual game plan like no other--to take the
BattleZONE Challenge.
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